
THE EVOLUTION OF FASHION THROUGH THE YEARS

The history of fashion design refers to the development of the fashion industry which designs clothing and accessories.
The modern industry, based around firms or fashion houses run by individual . During the early years of the s the
fashionable silhouette became much more lithe and fluid, and softer than in the 19th.

Late twentieth century[ edit ] During the late 20th century, fashions began to criss-cross international
boundaries with rapidity. In , he totally transformed the silhouette, broadening the shoulders and removing the
waist. We became heavily influenced by music artists once more, with bands including Nirvana and Marilyn
Manson paving the way for the popular gothic trend. While men on the court paired theirs with a shirt and tie,
Ginsburg chose to wear lacy collars and jabots, collecting them from all over the world and even using them to
make political statements she has both a "dissent" and "major opinion collar" that she wears when she makes
statements. Early in the decade, culottes were in style and the bikini finally came into fashion in  The war also
affected colour schemes; the sombre mood, as well as an increase in funerals and visits to the injured, meant
that colours were kept simple and dark. The rapid shift of custom-made to ready-made clothes during the
industrial revolution was stimulated by the growth of the middle class and a large increase in foreign labor,
mostly Jewish and Italian immigrants who brought their tailoring skills from Europe and first organized
themselves in tenements on the Lower East Side. The two French fashion designers who best defined the look
of the period were a man and Azzedine Alaia. The sheer sophistication of the style incited the all-powerful
editor of the American Harper's Bazaar , Carmel Snow , to exclaim 'This is a new look! While profiting from a
clearly defined style, Italian fashion was luxurious and easy to wear. His youthful style, which mixed
references to India, Africa, and his native Turkey with clever takes on historical clothing, was reminiscent of
hippest nightclubs and the more outrageous street fashions of the time. Main article: s in fashion In the s, as
the public began to feel the effects of the Great Depression , many designers found that crises were not the
time for experimentation. It is a mode of expression for so many and considered a necessity by others. Jeans
remained frayed and bell-bottomed, tie dye was still popular, and the fashion for unisex mushroomed. Around
the time of world war a huge percentage of the money was being spent on missions, gear for the soldiers and
supplies that were needed to win the war. Main article: s in fashion The society of the s no longer criticized
itself as consumerist, but was, instead, interested in 'the spectacle'. The work of Dries van Noten was founded
on a solid mastery of the art of tailoring, to which the young designer added discreet touches of fantasy in a
highly personal style. The most famous advocate of his style was Suzanne Lenglen , the legendary tennis
champion. Baseball caps also became a must-wear, with the peaks often bent into a tight curve, or turned
towards the back. Calvin Klein and Ralph Lauren rose from anonymity more or less simultaneously to tackle
the question of designing clothes for the men and women of a new world. Many of the fashion designers who
revolutionized the male look owed a lot of their innovations to Pierre Cardin: narrow shoulders, tight-fitting
lines, no tie, no interfacing, zip-up boiler suits, waisted jackets or tunics, sometimes no shirt. Followers of hip
hop adopted huge baggy jeans, similar to those worn in American prisons, with big patterned shirts and heavy
black shoes. Other iconic pieces from this decade include buckled shoes, pantyhose, and the pillbox hat which
grew in popularity after Jackie Kennedy made them her signature. Other trends that made an appearance
during the 90s included the crop top, dungarees, Capri pants and chokers. During the s a new generation of
menswear boutiques sprang up, aiming to change the decor, rituals, and customer base of a traditionally
'difficult' trade. Mass Production The mass production of clothing began roughly in the mid-nineteenth
century, when some manufacturers began to produce garments that did not require fitting, but fashion did not
become an established industry in the institution sense of the word until the twentieth century, when networks
of neighborhood tailors casually evolved into manufacturing businesses, factories grew from necessity during
the world wars, and the ensuing social and cultural changes signified the dawn of less restrictive and unilateral
codes of dress. This business-minded minimalism also emerged in her favored jersey fabric and iconic little
black dress. She consistently turned out notable collections thereafter. Soon, boutiques were opened in Rome,
Zurich , and Buenos Aires. Bouffant coiffures gave way to short bobs , dresses with long trains gave way to
above-the-knee pinafores. The industry grew exponentially-by , apparel was the third largest in America, after
steel and oil. Fashion is a truly universal and all-encompassing topic. Our commitment to fashion and looking
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stylish still remains original and passionate, more than years on. Today's political divide has shown progress
isn't linear, and while it's hard to predict next decade's trends, fashion has always been a reflection of the
zeitgeist. Her global approach to fashion foreshadowed the schemes that all the large contemporary fashion
houses would later adopt in their efforts to diversify. Following the closure of her salons in the war years, in ,
aged over seventy, she staged a comeback and on February 5 she presented a collection which contained a
whole range of ideas that would be adopted and copied by women all over the world: her famous little braided
suit with gold chains, shiny costume jewelry, silk blouses in colors that matched the suit linings, sleek tweeds,
monogrammed buttons, flat black silk bows, boaters, quilted bags on chains, and evening dresses and furs that
were marvels of simplicity. These themes included rape, disability, religious violence, death, and body
modification. Changing styles always necessitate change through industry, notably in the ever-specialized
fields of manufacturing and merchandising, as well as through the promotion of designs and designers,
expanding their scope into what are known in the early s as "lifestyle brands," encompassing more than just
fashion-incorporating the vernacular of fragrance, accessories, home furnishings, automobiles, jewelry, and
writing instruments as well. Infrastructure Following the traditional view of fashion's infrastructure, as
referenced in the textbook The Dynamics of Fashion, there are four levels of the fashion industry: the primary
level of textile production, including mills and yarn makers; the secondary level of designers, manufacturers,
wholesalers, and vendors; the retail level, which includes all types of stores and distribution points of sale; and
also a fourth level-the auxiliary level-which connects each of the other levels via the press, advertising,
research agencies, consultants, and fashion forecasters who play a part in the merchandise's progression to the
end consumer. There are also categories geared toward types of customers, such as juniors a more generic
classification for sportswear in the s that is used to define teen-oriented labels , contemporary geared toward
young women and relating commonly to smaller sizes , and urban reflecting the growing market for street
wear. Twiggy and a fellow model wear pleated miniskirts in the late s Roger Viollet CollectionGetty Images
Grace Jones pairs a suit with stilettos in Getty Images The second wave also revived masculine styles for
women. Sometimes this kind of male dressing-down, often denounced as 'hippie', gained formal recognition as
a deliberate look.


